B.A. LL.B. Five Years Course
1 Semester
General English-I

The Theory Paper Shall be of 80 Marks and of 3 hours duration. The candidates will have to attempt Five Questions out of the Ten Questions asked in the Question Paper. A question may or may not be divided in parts. The question asked may be objective and subjective both or subjective only. Twenty Marks have been assigned for sessionals.

SYLLABUS:

UNIT - I

Grammar & Usage (Communication skills) Parts of speech: An Introduction to all.

UNIT - II

Sentences Kind Types, Basic transformations use of connectives. (Conjunction) Simple, compound & complex Transformation Active to Passive affirmative to negative. etc

UNIT - III


UNIT - IV

Use of Articles & determiners Use of Punctuation.

UNIT - V

Translation: (I) English to Hindi
(II) Hindi to English

Classroom speech and Group discussion.
B.A. LL.B. Five Years Course

I Semester
Paper- II Political Science-I (Major)

UNIT - I
Political Science – Definition, Nature and Scope behaviorism.

UNIT - II
Meaning of State-Social contract and evolutionary theory, Sovereignty Austin’s theory of Sovereignty Pluralistic attack of Sovereignty.

UNIT - III
Power, Authority and Legitimacy.

UNIT - IV
Rights, Theories of rights and duties.

UNIT - V
Law, Liberty, Equality, Rule of law.

Suggestions Readings:

Sir E. Barker
Las
Verma S.P.
Ashirvadam E.
Tripti Jain
V.D. Mahajan
A.C. Kapoor

Principle of Social and Political Theory
Grammar of Policies
Modern political Theory
Modern political Theory
Foundations of Politics
Political Theory
Principles of Political Science
Law and justice
Social system: caste system, position of women, education

UNIT - V

Religion & Philosophy
Vedic Religion
Buddhism
Jainism
Indian school of Philosophy

Books Recommended
1. History of India-elliot & Downson
2. Ancient India- V.D. Mahajan
3. Ancient India- R.C. Majumadar
4. History of India I.P. Sharma
5. Comprehensive history of India- Henry Bemeridge
6. Private & Government in Ancient India A.S. Altelkar
7. Background of Indian criminal law - T.K. Banarjee
8. The political legal and military history - H.S. Bhatia
9. Evolution of Indian culture- B.N. Luniya
10. Indian history - L. Prasad

\[ \text{Signature} \]
B.A. LL.B.(Hon's) Five Years Course

I Semester
Paper- V  Law of Contract

UNIT- I
1. History and nature of contractual obligations
2. Agreement and contract: definitions, elements and kinds of contract
3. Proposal and acceptance
4. Consideration

UNIT -II
Capacity to contract
1. Free consent
2. Undue Influence
3. Misrepresentation
4. Fraud
5. Mistake
6. Unlawful considerations and objects
7. Fraudulent
8. Coercion

UNIT -III
1. Injurious to person or property
2. Immoral
3. Against public policy
4. Void and void able agreements
5. Contract without consideration
6. Agreements in restraint of marriage
7. Wagering agreement and its exception
8. Discharge of a Contract and its various modes

UNIT - IV
1. Contractual obligations- remedies
2. Damages, remoteness of damages, ascertainment
3. Government Contracts

UNIT - V
Specific Relief Act
1. Specific performance of contract
2. Contract that can be specifically enforced
3. Persons against whom specific enforcement can be ordered
4. Rescission and cancellation
5. Injunctions, temporary, perpetual
6. Declaratory orders
7. Discretion and powers of court
Selected bibliography

10. Dutt on Contract (2000), Universal
11. Anand & Atiyer, Law of Specific Relief (1999), Universal
B.A. LL.B. Five Years Course
I Semester
Paper- IV  Economics –I (Minor)

Micro Economics

UNIT- I
Introduction:
Definition & Scope of Economics
Inductive and deductive methods of study of Economics
Basic Concept’s Utility, Demand, Supply
Law of demand

UNIT-II
Consumer Behaviour
Law of diminishing marginal utility, law of equit-marginal utility, consumer’s surplus,- (classical
approach only)
Elasticity of demand and its measurement and factors affecting elasticity of demand
Price elasticity, cross and income elasticity

UNIT-III
Production
Factors of production and their characteristic
Concept of cost and revenue curves
Law of returns

UNIT-IV
Product Pricing
Market and its classification
Price determination under defect competition
Price determination under monopoly
Price determination under monopolistic competition

UNIT – V
Factor Pricing
Rent- Ricardian theory and modern theory of rent
Wages- marginal Productivity and modern theory of wages
Interest – net and gross interest liquidity preference theory of keynes
Profit- net and gross profit, theories of profit – schumpeteric’s clark’s knight’s

Books Recommended
P.N. Chouhan  Micro Economics
M.L. Seth  Micro Economics
M.L. Sinha  Micro Economics
K.K. Deweth  Micro Economics
B.A. LL.B. Five Years Course
I Semester
Paper-VI Constitutional Law – I

UNIT – I
1. Preamble
2. Nature of Indian Constitution
3. Characteristic of federalism
4. Indian federalism
5. Unitary form of Government

UNIT – II
1. Citizenship
2. State
3. Fundamental Rights- equality freedom and control, personal liberty, changing dimensions of personal liberty, cultural and educational rights

UNIT – III
1. Directive Principles of State policy
2. Inter relationship between fundamental right and directive principles
3. Fundamental duties

UNIT – IV
1. Union Executive – the President, Vice President
2. Union Legislature- Council of ministers
3. Union Judiciary – Supreme Court

UNIT – V
1. State Executive –Governor,
2. State Legislature – Vidhan Sabha, Vidhan Parishad
3. State Judiciary – High Court

Books Recommended
1. V.N. Shukla
2. J.N. Paney
3. D.D. Basu
4. M.P. Jain
5. H.M. Seervai
6. Lippman
7. Kauper
8. Woll
9. Basu
10. Corwin
11. Lane

Constitution of India
Constitution Law of India
Constitution of India
India Constitution of India
Constitution law of India (Vol.3)
Constitution law
Constitution law Cases and Materials
Constitution law Cases and Comments
Select constitution of the world
Constitution of U.S.
An Introduction to the Constitution law